Stretch Your Dough Further
To Help You Win The Game

Consumers are most likely to consider the dough/
crust the most important pizza component1

Bread sides & appetizers are ordered most often
with pizza. 51% of consumers prefer breadsticks,
48% of consumers prefer garlic bread/knots1

TV-watching is the No. 1 activity consumers
say they are engaged in while snacking2

Fun-driven Millennial Foodies
are drawn to fusion pizzas1
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Pizza Sides Are A Crowd-Pleasing
Comfort Food
Drive New
Occasions

Consumers overwhelmingly consider the crust to be the most vital pizza
component as it dictates the style of pizza & helps spark cravings.
Consumers prioritize the crust,
as crust dictates pizza style1
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Bread sides are typically
shareable & ordered most often1
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Offer pizza mash-ups of familiar pizzas your customers love, but in a shareable way
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Breadsticks

Dough-licious Ideas
Drive New
Occasions

Drive interest to your menu by offering
signature made-from-scratch shareables
Leverage your dough by inventing new shareable menu options.

1

2
To start, roll your dough out
into long, round strips at the
diameter you want.

4

Use a bench scraper or pizza
cutter to cut bite-size pieces.

5
Arrange like a
pizza on a pan.

Flatten a bit before topping them
so they do not rise too much & to
give more coverage.

3
These can be prepped ahead of time
or in between orders. Roll balls in oil
or flour to prevent sticking.

6
Load as you would a pizza.
Bake & serve!

Note: Claims like made-from-scratch & hand crafted will appeal to consumers who have spent more time in the kitchen in
the past year & have a more intimate understanding of the process behind making the menu item. Additionally, these claims
can help justify the higher cost of dining out compared to making at home.
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Game-Day Shareables
Meet the sports lover's need for shareable favorites by using
your dough as an innovation platform for new fan favorites.
Drive New
Occasions

⊲ Click on the images below to see more information & menu inspiration!

PIZZA
REINVENTED

CHIPS & DIPS

STUFFED
SHAREABLES

Pepperoni Pull-Aparts

Pizza Dip

Pepperoni Pizza Pops
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PIZZA
REINVENTED

Drive New
Occasions

Chicken, Bacon Pull-Apart Pizza
Use knots as your crust to allow consumers
to have a more shareable experience
Dough knots topped with grilled chicken, pickled jalapeños, crispy
bacon, cheddar & mozzarella, finished with a ranch drizzle.

Reasons To Believe
⊲ There is certainly an increase in demand for unique
pizza items by consumers, which includes different
toppings, crusts, cheese types, sauces & preparation
styles
⊲ Crust is a format for indulgence & differentiation
⊲ Mealpart mash-ups continue to trend & pull-aparts are
perfect pizza & appetizer mash-ups

Culinary Tips
⊲ Try to match dough size to your ingredients to get
everything in the same bite

DICED CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE

⊲ Dough balls can be rolled out before service or between
orders & stored with either flour or oil to keep the
individual pieces
⊲ Build your pull-apart pizza on parchment or foil to make
transfer to the box quick & easy

MORE INSPIRATION
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Share your creations at theslice@tyson.com
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PIZZA
REINVENTED

Additional Menu Ideas
Drive New
Occasions

Use knots as your crust to allow consumers
to have a more shareable experience
Supreme
Dough knots topped with pepperoni, sausage,
onions, bell peppers & olives
PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

SAUSAGE PRODUCT PAGE

Pepperoni
Dough knots topped with crispy pepperoni,
melty mozzarella & rich marinara
SPICY PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

Cinnamon
Roasted Veggie Chicken
Dough knots topped with grilled chicken, oven
roasted mushrooms, onions & bell peppers
GRILLED CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE

MORE INSPIRATION
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Share your creations at theslice@tyson.com

Dough knots oven toasted
& brushed with butter &
cinnamon sugar, topped
with rich icing

PIZZA
REINVENTED

Additional Menu Ideas
Drive New
Occasions

Use knots as your crust to allow consumers
to have a more shareable experience

Loaded Breadsticks

Loaded Pizza Bread

Thin breadsticks topped with melty
mozzarella, marinara sauce &
diced pepperoni

Whole (or half) dough ball is lightly stretched to resemble
a loaf of bread, then sent through the oven to par cook.
To assemble, par-cooked loaf is scored crisscross &
stuffed with sauce, pepperoni & cheese

DICED PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE
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CHIPS & DIPS

Pizza Chips
Drive New
Occasions

Use your crust to make the perfect carrier for pizza-inspired dips
Thin crust toasted until crispy, ready to be paired with your best flavor combinations.

Reasons To Believe
⊲ Shareability is also a key factor as the most frequently
purchased appetizer/entree item for snacking1
⊲ Bread appetizers are on the rise, & consumer preference
for this item is strongly driven by younger consumers1
⊲ 35% of consumers prefer bread apps with dips1

Culinary Tips
⊲ Be mindful that dough without sauce & toppings cooks
much quicker than a pizza
⊲ Bake off dough before it becomes unusable & give it
another life as a crispy chip
⊲ Can be as simple as using a pre-made thin crust dough
⊲ After baking, brush with oil or butter & add a signature
seasoning to add a layer of flavor
⊲ Dock dough heavily before cooking, as plain dough will
rise significantly more than one with toppings

MORE INSPIRATION
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Share your creations at theslice@tyson.com
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CHIPS & DIPS

Chips & Dips
Drive New
Occasions

Use your crust to make the perfect carrier for pizza-inspired dips
Buffalo Chicken Dip
Shredded chicken, onions,
pepperoncini, buffalo sauce,
cream cheese & optional blue
cheese

SHREDDED CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE

Pepperoni Lovers
Pizza Dip
Pizza bowl filled with crispy
pepperoni, mozzarella, red sauce
& cream cheese.

Meat Lovers 7-Layer Dip
Pepperoni, sausage, bacon, ham, sauce,
mozzarella, Parmesan & cream cheese

TIP: Swap cream cheese for Alfredo sauce
to thicken & enrich

PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE
SAUSAGE PRODUCT PAGE

BACON PRODUCT PAGE

MORE INSPIRATION

HAM PRODUCT PAGE
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CHIPS & DIPS

Pizza Nachos
Drive New
Occasions

Use your crust to make the perfect carrier for pizza-inspired nachos
Buffalo Chicken Nachos
Crispy pizza chips topped with
buffalo sauce, crispy chicken
(boneless wings), shaved red
onion, blue cheese & mozzarella
BONELESS WINGS PRODUCT PAGE

Pepperoni Pizza Nachos
Crispy pizza chips, pepperoni,
marinara & mozzarella topped
with hot honey

Chicken Fajita Nachos
Crispy pizza chips topped with grilled chicken,
oven-roasted onions & bell peppers, red sauce
(or salsa) & jalapeños

SPICY PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

TIP: Serve with a side of crema or limes & topped with fresh cilantro
GRILLED CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE
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STUFFED
SHAREABLES

Pepperoni Pizza Rolls
Drive New
Occasions

Use your dough & unique ingredients
to create satisfying mini-pizza experiences
Thin dough topped with rich marinara, mozzarella & pepperoni, rolled up & sliced like a
cinnamon roll. Rolls are then reassembled on a pizza pan, cooked to order & sold as a whole.

Bacon Cheddar Pizza Rolls
Thin dough layered with smoky bacon & cheddar
cheese, rolled up & sliced like a cinnamon roll.
Served with garlic marinara for dipping.
BACON PRODUCT PAGE

BBQ Chicken Pizza Rolls
Thin dough layered with tangy BBQ sauce, pulled
chicken & mozzarella, rolled up & sliced like a
cinnamon roll, served with BBQ sauce for dipping.
PULLED CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE

Cinnamon Roll Dippers
PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

Thin dough layered with butter & cinnamon sugar,
rolled up & sliced, served with warm Nutella® spread
for dipping

Culinary Tips
MORE INSPIRATION

⊲ These can be done during prep & fired as needed
⊲ Keep dough cold while assembling to maintain shape
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STUFFED
SHAREABLES

Pepperoni Pizza Pops
Drive New
Occasions

Use your dough & unique ingredients
to create satisfying mini-pizza experiences
Small, garlic-knot-sized balls of dough wrapped around pepperoni & cheese, served with sauce for dipping.

Sausage & Pepper Pops
Small, garlic-knot-sized balls of dough, wrapped
around sausage crumbles, bell peppers & mozzarella,
served with marinara for dipping.
SAUSAGE PRODUCT PAGE

Chicken Parmesan Pops
Small, garlic-knot-sized balls of dough, wrapped
around chicken with Italian herbs, Parmesan &
mozzarella. Alternatively, chicken can be dressed
with sauces such as buffalo for a classic bold flavor.
PULLED CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE

Culinary Tips
⊲ These can be done during prep & fired as needed
PEPPERONI PRODUCT PAGE

⊲ When assembling, place the seam side down to
help keep a tight seal
⊲ Treat them like a mini calzone, serve sauce
on the side

MORE INSPIRATION
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Share your creations at theslice@tyson.com

STUFFED
SHAREABLES

Pigs In A Blanket
Drive New
Occasions

Use your dough to wrap mini-dogs to a game-day experience
Hillshire Farm® Lit'l Smokies® smoked sausages wrapped in pizza dough prior to cooking

Chicken In A Blanket
Using large slices of chicken, wrap in pizza dough
prior to cooking
CHICKEN PRODUCT PAGE

Meatball In A Blanket
Italian meatballs wrapped in pizza dough prior to
cooking for a multi-textural experience
MEATBALLS PRODUCT PAGE

Culinary Tips
⊲ This can be done in prep ahead of service
(highly suggested)
⊲ Hillshire Farm® Lit'l Smokies® smoked sausages
can also be incorporated into a stuffed crust
LIT'L SMOKIES

®

PRODUCT PAGE

⊲ Put more of a pizza spin on this classic by topping
trays with some cheese that can caramelize when
cooking
⊲ If space is available, stage these by piece count
for quicker service
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